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Abstract 

 

VDM 780 Premium is a recently developed Ni-based superalloy designed for working at high 

service temperatures (above 650 oC) while keeping the good workability of alloy 718. VDM 780 

Premium is based on the austenitic matrix ( phase) strengthened by intermetallic Ni3Al-like 

precipitates (’ phase, fcc L12 structure). Other co-precipitates may be formed in function of the 

applied heat treatment, such as Ni3Nb-based ( phase, orthorhombic DOa structure) or Ni3Ti- 

based ( phase, hexagonal DO24 structure) precipitates. The amount as well as the size and 

morphology of the different precipitates depend on the heat treatments performed on the alloy, 

playing an important role in improving the creep properties or the behavior during forging and 

recrystallization. This work contains a complex study using various techniques of analytical 
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electron microscopy and synchrotron diffraction intended to clarify the structure of the high- 

temperature phase formed in the newly developed VDM 780 Premium alloy. The atomic 

structure of the high-temperature plate-like precipitates formed in VDM 780 Premium after two 

different thermal treatments has been investigated in relation with the surrounding matrix lattice, 

proving the stacked / structure of the precipitates. 
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1. Introduction 

 

Ni-base superalloys present excellent mechanical properties at high temperatures together with 

resistance to degradation in corrosive or oxidizing conditions, which makes them suitable for gas 

turbine engine disc components for land-based power generation and aircraft propulsion [1,2]. 

Alloy 718 is the most widely used among all Ni-base alloys due to its unique mechanical 

properties and good processing characteristics [3]. The development of new alloys stable at even 

higher temperatures, with better and long term performance under operation conditions, is 

challenging for obtaining higher efficiency turbines including reduced emissions. With the aim to 

fulfill these requirements, alloy VDM 780 Premium has been recently developed [4,5]. This Ni- 

base superalloy is based on the  matrix (Ni-based cubic Fm-3m structure) and ’ hardening 

precipitates (Ni3Al-based cubic Pm-3m structure). Unlike Alloy 718, no traces of the ” 

hardening phase are observed in the newly developed alloy VDM 780 Premium, regardless of  

the heat treatment. We remind here that the ” phase (Ni3Nb-based, ordered tetragonal DO22 
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structure, Space Group 139) is unstable above 650 oC, undergoing a phase transition into the  

phase that causes a loss of Alloy 718 creep resistance. The absence of the ” phase in VDM 780 

Premium will prevent the structural instability observed in Alloy 718, creating favorable 

conditions to increase the range of working temperatures above 650 °C. In addition, other high- 

temperature phases are also present, whose nature is not yet completely understood. The amount 

of the corresponding phases as well as the size and morphology of the different precipitates 

depend on the heat treatments performed on the material [6,7,8]. 

The high-temperature phases most likely to occur in such alloys are known as the -phase 

(Ni3Nb based orthorhombic Pmmn structure) and/or the -phase (Ni3Ti hexagonal P63/mmc 

structure). The current discussion regarding the high-temperature precipitates refers, on one side, 

to their structure ( phase or  phase) in relation with their composition and, on the other side, to 

the role played by the two phases in the mechanical properties of the alloy. Depending on the 

alloy composition, the two phases have been reported to occur either alone or coupled within the 

same precipitates. Stotter et al. [9] and Viskari et al. [10] analyzed the formation of the δ-phase 

precipitates in superalloy Allvac 718Plus and Alloy 718. Other authors reported that in Alloy 

718Plus the high-temperature precipitates observed at the grain boundaries were not the -phase, 

but their structure was compatible with the -phase, although their chemistry was close to 

Ni6AlNb [11] or Ni6(AlTi)Nb [12]. On the other hand, the presence of the -phase in the Alloy 

718Plus has been reported also as well-defined single-phase precipitates [13] or as fine layered 

structures composed of  and  phases [14]. 

The role of the high-temperature phases is very important in the possible applications of the final 

 

alloy, as they can highly influence the grain size evolution during processing as well as the 
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mechanical properties of the alloy operating at high temperature. Understanding their nature, 

structure and composition becomes crucial in controlling their formation. As in Nickel Alloy 

718, the -phase may be used for forming fine grain size during the forging and the 

recrystallization, hindering the grain growth. However, although the fine-grained structure 

provides high strength at ambient temperature, grain boundaries become weak areas at elevated 

temperatures [7]. Furthermore, it has been shown that in some cases of Alloy 718Plus the 

presence of nanoscale -phase precipitates creates a low-energy structure that inhibits the 

accumulation of stacking faults into twins, leading to a significant improvement of the creep 

properties [15]. On the other hand, other studies claim that a high amount of the -phase is 

detrimental to the mechanical properties of the alloy [16]. 

The recently developed alloy VDM 780 Premium has been created with the aim of pushing 

further the limits of the currently used Nickel alloys by enabling the increase of the operating 

temperature for high-temperature applications, without losing the good workability of Alloy 718 

[4,5]. It turns out that in order to be able to tailor the mechanical properties at high temperatures 

and to ensure the good performance within the final applications [17,18,19,20,21] of the newly 

developed alloy VDM 780 Premium, a special attention needs to be given to understanding the 

nature of the high-temperature phases and their growth mechanism. 

We previously reported on the structure of the newly developed alloy VDM 780 Premium by 

means of neutron diffraction experiments [6,8]. However, the structure of the high-temperature 

phase/phases present in the material could not be resolved, as it was found to be compatible with 

both the  and  phases. Starting from the insufficient relevance of our previous structural 

studies and considering the controversies encountered in the literature regarding the crystal 
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structure of the high-temperature precipitates in related alloys, this study is focused on the in- 

depth analysis of the high-temperature phase in the newly developed alloy VDM 780 Premium. 

Two different samples with the same composition but after two different heat treatments were 

analyzed. We report on a local structural analysis intended to clarify the structure of the high- 

temperature phase formed in the newly developed alloy VDM 780 Premium by means of a 

complex study using various techniques of analytical electron microscopy and synchrotron 

diffraction. 

2. Experimental 

 

The composition of the new Ni-based superalloy VDM 780 Premium is given in Table 1. In 

order to induce the formation of a large amount of high-temperature phase to be analyzed, two 

different heat treatments were performed as described in Table 2. 

 

The heat treatments were selected for setting up different microstructures. Thus, sample VDM 

780-a was produced, containing mainly the  matrix and the high-temperature phase, while 

sample VDM 780-b shows in addition a large amount of ’ hardening precipitates [6,7]. In 

sample VDM 780-a the heat treatment at 1000 °C ensures the complete dissolution of ’ phase, 

while the aim of the step at 975 °C for 16 h is to obtain a significant amount of high-temperature 

phase along the grain boundaries. Considering sample VDM 780-b, the aim of the heat treatment 

step at 900 °C for 11 h is to precipitate a large amount of high-temperature phase along the grain 

boundaries, thus stabilizing the grain boundaries and preventing grain growth during the 

following heat treatments. The second step at 955 °C for 1 h dissolves already existing ’ phase 

while the steps at 800 and 650 °C are used to precipitate the ’ phase for strengthening, with no 
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morphological changes of the high-temperature phase. Air cooling produces finer ’ precipitates 

which lead to the strength increase, while furnace cooling produces wavier grain boundaries and 

coarsening of the ’ precipitates, reducing the hardness and creep rupture strength but increasing 

ductility [7]. 

 

In this work several high-temperature precipitates from two different samples (each one after the 

described heat treatments) were analyzed. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images were 

taken with a Zeiss LEO 1550 Gemini system. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained 

with synchrotron radiation at the HEMS beamline at PETRA III at DESY [22] by using a photon 

energy of 100 keV corresponding to a wavelength of 0.0124 nm. A Perkin Elmer XRD1621 

image detector with a pixel size of 200 x 200 m2 and a resolution of 2048×2048 pixels was  

used to record the XRD patterns. The detector was positioned with a sample-to-detector distance 

of 1930 mm, such that primary beam hit the detector center, allowing to record complete Debye- 

Scherrer rings. A LaB6 standard sample (NIST standard reference material SRM-660a) was used 

for calibration. The 2D patterns from synchrotron measurements were treated with the Fit2D 

software [23]. Finally, the FullProf package [24] was applied for Rietveld refinement [25] of the 

acquired synchrotron diffraction patterns. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

investigations using several techniques were performed on a Cs probe corrected JEM ARM 200F 

microscope provided with a JEOL energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) and a Gatan GIF 

Quantum SE electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) analytical units. High-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), EDS and EELS investigations were performed in 

order to determine the nature of the high-temperature phases present on the studied alloy. 

Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was combined with the EDS and EELS 
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analytical techniques in order to map the local chemical composition by spectrum imaging (SI). 

The samples were prepared by mechanical grinding followed by ion milling down to electron 

transparency using a Gatan PIPS machine. 

3. Results & Discussion 

 

The surface morphology characterization of the analyzed samples can be observed in the SEM 

images of Fig. 1 (additional optical microscopy images in Supporting figure S1). The image of 

sample VDM 780-a (Fig. 1a) shows the presence of plate-shaped precipitates with typical length 

and width of 1 - 10 µm and 100 - 500 nm, respectively. These precipitates can be assigned to the 

high-temperature phase  and/or . Likewise, Fig. 1b displays the formation of the high- 

temperature phase along the grain boundaries in sample VDM 780-b, with a size distribution 

similar to condition a. Furthermore, Fig. 1b exhibits finely distributed '-precipitates. These are 

present in different sizes, according to the complex heat treatment. The following section briefly 

explains the ' precipitation. The purpose of the first step of heat treatment at 900 °C is the 

formation of the high-temperature phase. During this process step, '-precipitates are formed 

likewise, both homogeneously inside the grains and occasionally at the grain boundaries. 

However, ’-free zones form around the high-temperature phase. The next step is the solution 

annealing at 955 °C, meant to essentially dissolve the ’-phase, even though a small amount still 

persists. This small amount of ’-phase can continue to grow during the additional furnace 

cooling process. These coarser '-precipitates are clearly visible in Fig. 1b, leading to 

additionally serrated grain boundaries. During precipitation hardening at 800 °C, the slightly 

smaller '-precipitates form in the formerly '-free zones around the high-temperature phase.  The 

precipitate particles that form during the last step at 650 °C are only a few nm in size and not 
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resolvable with the SEM [6,7,8]. Further information regarding the ’ precipitation in the VDM 

780 Premium alloy can be found in [7]. 

The Rietveld refinements of the synchrotron diffraction patterns measured at the P07-HEMS [22] 

instrument at PETRA III (DESY) for samples VDM 780-a and VDM 780-b are presented in Fig. 

2. The red open circles show the measured data, while the black line represents the calculated 

data obtained from Rietveld refinement. The lower blue line represents the difference between 

the experimental and calculated data sets. The graphs also show the theoretical Bragg peak 

positions for the , ’ (only in sample VDM 780-b),  and  phases (green markers from up to 

bottom). The diffraction pattern analysis proves that both samples contain the -phase (the 

matrix) together with both  and  high-temperature phases, as well as some traces of NbC. In 

addition, the VDM-780-b sample also shows the ’ hardening phase. [6,12,26] The unambiguous 

presence of both high-temperature phases is confirmed by the presence of the following 

reflections:  (201)(002) at 3.2°,  (202) at 4.09°,  (220) at 4.37°,  (210) at 4.95°,  (013) at 

5.10°, etc (the complete list of the observed reflections and assigned phases can be found in 

Supporting information Table S1). 

For investigations at higher space resolution meant to identify and properly characterize the 

atomic structure and composition of the high-temperature precipitates containing the  and/or  

phases, we combined several techniques of analytical TEM to be presented hereafter. 

As a general characteristic, the sample VDM 780-a presents a high density of dislocations and a 

low density of precipitates. A typical edge-on plate-shaped precipitate is presented in dark 

diffraction contrast in Fig. 3a, with a length of ca. 2 m and a width of 0.3 m. The sample was 
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tilted to the nearest zone axis orientation and the corresponding diffraction pattern recorded from 

an area selected inside the precipitate is presented in Fig. 3b. In a first approximation, the 

diffraction pattern can be indexed according to the hexagonal crystal structure of the -phase. 

The main Miller indices of the -phase are indicated on the figure. Thus, the hexagonal c axis of 

the -phase is oriented perpendicular to the plate-shaped precipitate which is oriented edge-on 

along the [010] zone axis. The appearance of the 001 spot in the diffraction pattern of the 

hexagonal  phase is most likely due to the ordering of Al and Nb as described by Pickering et 

al. [11]. 

A close inspection of the diffraction patterns reveals two significant features: 

 

i. the occurrence of intensity streaks between the diffraction spots, parallel to the (001) 

reciprocal vector: the inset in the upper right corner of the micrograph (Fig. 3b) is a zoomed-in 

area from the central part of the diffraction patterns featuring faint intensity streaks between the 

diffraction spots; 

ii. the splitting of the high-index diffraction spots: the inset in the bottom right corner of the 

diffraction patterns (Fig. 3b) reveals the splitting of the (0 0 12) spot. 

These observations are consistent with the presence of a high density of planar defects parallel to 

the hexagonal plane of the -phase and, respectively, with the presence of a second crystal phase 

of close lattice parameters (in the considered orientation). The TEM images at higher 

magnifications (Fig. 3c and d) show that, indeed, the precipitate contains planar defects oriented 

parallel to its long sides. Moreover, the precipitate has a band-like structure consisting in ribbons 

of different contrast with a variable width, which most probably correspond to two different 
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crystal structures, as suggested by the splitting of the high-index diffraction spots (Fig. 3b). 

Consequently, the diffraction pattern can be indexed as the overlap of two phases corresponding 

to the alternating domains, having close values of the lattice parameters in this particular crystal 

orientation: the orthorhombic  and the hexagonal  phases. The analyzed diffraction pattern 

includes also the Miller indices associated to the -phase domains. Thus, the  domains are 

imaged in the [100] zone axis orientation, while the crystallographic relationship with the 

adjacent  domains is described by [010] || [100], (001) || (010), (100) || (001). The relevant 

interplanar distances dhkl associated to the diffraction spots in the analyzed diffraction patterns 

have, indeed, very closed values [6]: d002 = 0.417 nm, d010 = 0.425 nm, i.e. 1.9% mismatch, 

and, respectively, d100 = 0.443 nm, d001 = 0.455 nm, i.e. 2.7% mismatch. 

The atomic structure of the plate-shaped precipitate in the sample VDM 780-a can be observed  

in the HRTEM images in Fig. 4a and b. The precipitate consists of band-like structural domains 

showing two different types of HRTEM patterns, marked with 1 and 2 on the micrographs. The 

fast Fourier transform (FFT) patterns shown in Fig. 4c and d were obtained by selecting areas 

inside each type of structural domains. This way it is possible to distinguish the two structural 

domains, unlike the selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns where the selecting 

aperture included areas from both types of domains, resulting into a composed diffraction pattern 

containing information from the two different structures. The FFT patterns of the two types of 

domains prove that, indeed, they have two distinct crystal structures, corresponding to the two 

high-temperature phases,  and . 

The SAED pattern and  HRTEM micrograph in  Figs.  3 and 4  represent  only a 2D projection of 

 

the crystalline system formed by the two adjacent phases inside the plate-like precipitate, in the 
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reciprocal space and the real space, respectively. For a better visualization of the crystallographic 

relationship between the two phases we used the VESTATM software to generate a 3D structural 

model of the - system. In Fig. 5 we present the structural model obtained by joining together 

two crystal grains of  and  phases oriented to each other according to the crystallographic 

relationship deduced from the SAED/FFT analysis. The structural model is presented both as a 

3D rendering and in 3 different projections, along the main axes of the -phase structure: b||c, 

c and a axes, the latter corresponding to the orientation in the analyzed SAED pattern and 

HRTEM micrograph. We emphasize that the exhibited structural model is only a simple one, 

meant to offer an idea about the crystallographic orientation between the  and  phases inside 

the plate-like precipitate, starting from the SAED and HRTEM observations. A detailed 

structural description of the phase boundary is rather difficult, considering that the two adjacent 

phases,  and , have different structures, orthorhombic and hexagonal, respectively, with 

incommensurable lattice parameters. However, although the analyzed phase boundary cannot 

correspond to a perfect coincidence site lattice, the local 2D symmetry of the crystallographic 

planes in the two phases coming into contact in the given relative orientation suggests a low- 

energy situation characterized by a high density of coincidence sites, with the contribution of 

some elastic stress. The analyzed - phase boundary corresponds to the (010) lattice plane of 

the orthorhombic  phase being in contact with the hexagonal basal plane (001) of the  phase. 

The distance between two adjacent lattice sites in the hexagonal basal plane measures 0.254 nm. 

The local symmetry around the Nb position in the (010) plane is quasi 6-fold type, with 

distances of 0.256 nm, 0.260 nm, 0.263 nm to the adjacent Ni atoms and angles of 58.2o, 60.9o, 

60.6o formed by the adjacent Ni-Nb-Ni coplanar sites. This corresponds to a mismatch varying 
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between 0.7-3.5% with respect to the coplanar interatomic distances in the hexagonal basal plane 

of the  phase. This mismatch can be compensated by the accumulation of elastic stress in the 

system, allowing for a compact stacking of the atoms from the  and  phases across the phase 

boundary (like the a-b planes in a hexagonal compact stacking) and a coherent growth of 

adjacent - slabs in the described orientation. 

Geometrical Phase Analysis (GPA) was used to analyze the strain field around the - interfaces 

within the plate-like precipitate [27,28]. The HRTEM micrograph in Fig. 6a contains several 

adjacent - stripes within a plate-like precipitate. For the GPA mapping of the strain field we 

considered a reference area inside the central -phase stripe where we marked also the chosen 

reference Ox direction. The chosen reference was used to calculate the reference reciprocal space 

vectors and the local variation of the interplanar distance (the strain field) around the structural 

defects. The in-plane strain field xx was calculated as the derivative of the local displacement 

field with respect to the Ox direction chosen parallel to the - interface (not shown here). The 

Bragg-filtered image in Fig. 6b was obtained by filtering out all the spatial frequencies but those 

corresponding to the (001) / (100) spots in the associated FFT diagram. The filtered image 

shows the degree of lattice coherence across the interface, revealing the presence of dislocations 

as half-planes starting from the interface (yellow arrows in Fig. 6b). The xx strain map shows a 

rather uniform coloring except for some well-defined locations (marked by yellow arrows) where 

the strain accumulation around the dislocations cores may be noticed. The dislocations are 

generated at the - interfaces and within the -phase stripes, while no dislocations are observed 

inside the  domains. The numerical values of the local strain are plotted in Fig. 6d where the 

graph corresponds to the line profile across the - interface averaged on the width of the dashed 
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rectangle. The oscillating tensile-compressive character of the strain field inside the -phase 

stripe is due to the presence of the dislocations formed at the interface and also inside the  

domains as a stress relaxation mechanism. 

The chemical composition of the precipitate was investigated by EDS and EELS in 

STEM mode. Spectral images from areas including the precipitate were acquired both in EDS 

and EELS modes. For the EDS elemental mapping the following acquisition parameters were 

used: spot size 0.15 nm (5C according to the instrument notation), condenser aperture 40 m, 

probe current 240 pA, camera length 8 cm, map resolution 256 x 256 pixels, dwell time 0.1 ms. 

The STEM-EDS elemental maps of sample VDM 780-a shown in Fig. 7 indicate a relative Nb 

enrichment to the detriment of Cr inside the precipitate with respect to the matrix (see also 

Supporting figure S4). As the sample thickness is not uniform around the precipitate (non- 

uniform sputtering during the ion milling process), the visual interpretation of the elemental 

maps becomes more difficult. Considering the contrast in the STEM image obtained with a high- 

angle annular dark field (HAADF) detector, the matrix thickness in the close vicinity of the 

precipitate is significantly thinner. The precipitate itself exhibits a non-uniform thickness, being 

thicker in the central part than the lateral borders or the upper and bottom ends. For a 

comparative quantitative analysis, several EDS spectra were extracted out of the STEM-EDS 

data cube: from the central part of the precipitate, the left side of the precipitate and the 

surrounding matrix. We mention that, according to the HRTEM observation, on the left side of 

the precipitate only the -phase is present (Fig. 3d), while in the central part a layered structure 

was noticed consisting in alternating  and  bands. 
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Comparing the quantitative data resulting from the extracted local EDS spectra (Table 3), an 

increase of the Nb and Ni concentration and a deficit of Cr is measured inside the precipitate 

with respect to the matrix. A local variation of the chemical composition can be observed also 

inside the precipitate. The central part, where alternating  and  stripes were revealed by 

HRTEM, shows a higher concentration of Nb as compared to the left border of the precipitate 

where a wide band of  phase was identified by HRTEM. Thus, the corroborated HRTEM and 

EDS results point out a certain compositional variation between the  and  phases. However, 

the lateral resolution of the EDS elemental maps is rather limited due to lateral electron 

scattering, not allowing us to clearly evidence this compositional difference. Therefore, the same 

precipitate was further analyzed by EELS spectrum imaging. A spectral image was acquired 

from the area (137 x 29 pixels, 3.4 nm/pixel) marked on the STEM-HAADF micrograph in Fig. 

8. We used the following acquisition conditions: spot size 0.12 nm (spot size 7C according to the 

instrument notation), condenser aperture 40 m, probe current 75 pA, camera length 3 cm, 

spectrometer entrance aperture 5 mm, spectral resolution 1 eV, spectral dispersion 0.5 

eV/channel, pixel time 0.1 s. Two EEL spectra were extracted from the EELS-SI data cube (Fig. 

8b and c), corresponding to the 170-500 eV and 300-1100 eV spectral ranges, where the 

absorption edges of Nb (M4,5 at 205 eV), Ti (L3,2 at 456 eV), Cr (L3,2 at 575 eV), Co (L3,2 at 779 

eV) and Ni (L3,2 at 855 eV) were identified. The elemental maps showing the local intensity of 

the EELS signal associated to the mentioned absorption edges are presented next to the STEM 

image. Among all the elemental maps, the Nb distribution shows a local signal variation, with 

maxima that are correlated with the increase of the scattered electrons intensity in the dark-field 

(DF) STEM image as well as with the presence of the -phase structural domains. It is thus 

confirmed that the higher Nb content corresponds to the formation of the  phase. Along with the 
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diffraction and high-resolution imaging techniques, the local analytical investigations by EDS 

and especially by EELS confirm that the high-temperature plate-like precipitates in the sample 

VDM 780-a contain two interleaved structural phases, showing clear compositional variations 

with respect to each other and to the host lattice. 

Similar investigations were performed on sample VDM 780-b which, besides the matrix 

and the high-temperature phases, contains also the ’ hardening phase. Fig. 9 shows the typical 

TEM image of a high-temperature precipitate in sample VDM 780-b. The TEM images in Fig.  

9a and b exhibit a fragment of an edge-on oriented plate-shaped precipitate about 3.5 m long 

and 75 nm wide at the border between several host lattice crystal grains. The precipitate is 

oriented along the nearest available zone axis and SAED patterns were recorded from areas 

belonging to both the lattice and the precipitate, in the same conditions of specimen tilt. The 

diffraction pattern in Fig. 9c corresponds to the host lattice crystal grain in dark contrast 

surrounding the plate-shaped precipitate. At a careful inspection, faint diffraction spots can be 

observed in the hhl positions, with h and l odd (marked by the tilted red arrowhead in Fig. 9c). 

These spots, while extinguished in the case of the fcc structure characteristic to the -phase, 

indicate a local modification of the structure factor (which becomes different from zero) caused 

by compositional variation. They appear consistently inside NbAl-rich square-like precipitates 

evidenced by STEM-EDS mapping (see supporting Figure S2 and S3). Therefore, this diffraction 

pattern perfectly fits the B'=[1-10] zone axis orientation of the ’ phase. 

The plate-shaped precipitate is structurally coherent with the host lattice, showing a well- 

defined crystallographic orientation with respect to it, as revealed by the diffraction pattern 

obtained in the same specimen tilt condition. The SAED pattern in Fig. 9d corresponds to a 
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selected area including both the precipitate and the host lattice. Therefore, this diffraction pattern 

is actually the overlap between the precipitate and the adjacent lattice (identified as ’) 

diffraction patterns. The precipitate diffraction pattern can be indexed according to the 

orthorhombic structure of Ni3Nb (the  phase) along the B=[100] zone axis. The Miller indices 

in Fig. 9d refer to the -phase orthorhombic structure (green arrowheads). The spots belonging to 

the adjacent lattice are indicated by red-colored tilted arrowheads. The crystallographic 

relationship between the adjacent crystal grain and the analyzed plate-shaped precipitate is: 

[100] || [1-10]’, (010) || (-1-11)’. At a close inspection of the diffraction pattern in Fig. 9d, one 

can notice diffuse intensity streaks accompanying the precipitate diffraction spots (see the inset 

in Fig. 9d), running parallel to the (010) reciprocal vector, suggesting a high density of (010) 

planar defects inside the precipitate. These planar defects may indeed be observed in Fig. 9b as 

relatively darker lines along the precipitate, running parallel to its lateral borders. Another 

important feature is the presence of diffraction spots in fractional positions ½ 0kl, with k odd, as 

pointed by the yellow vertical arrowheads in Fig. 9d. As these spots cannot be explained by the 

orthorhombic -phase, their origin will be approached hereafter by analyzing the corresponding 

HRTEM micrographs. 

At higher magnification (Fig. 10a and b), as the atomic structure becomes visible in the 

HRTEM mode, one can clearly notice that the precipitate is organized in structural domains in 

the form of bands running parallel to the long side of the precipitate. Two different HRTEM 

patterns can be observed inside the precipitate, corresponding to the structural bands noted with  

1 and 2 in Fig. 10. The FFT patterns from areas selected inside the two structural bands are 

presented in Fig. 10d. The FFT pattern of area 1 was indexed according to the crystal structure of 
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the orthorhombic -phase. The FFT pattern of area 2 contains an additional set of spots located  

in the fractional positions ½ 0kl positions, k odd, when indexed according to the -phase crystal 

structure. The explanation for the presence of these spots in fractional positions comes from the 

existence of a second crystalline phase corresponding to area 2 inside the plate-shaped 

precipitate, namely the hexagonal -phase specific to Ni3Ti-based compositions. 

The FFT of area 2 in Fig. 10 was indexed according to the hexagonal structure of the - 

phase, resulting into the B=[010] zone axis orientation of the -phase precipitate in this 

micrograph. 

The strain field at the interface between the two high-temperature phases was analyzed 

using the same GPA routine (Fig. 10e and f). The in-plane strain map xx in Fig. 10e reveals the 

presence of dislocations at the - interface and inside the -phase stripe as a mechanism for the 

partial relief of the lattice mismatch. We remind here that the nominal lattice mismatch between 

the (001) planes (interplanar distance 0.455 nm) and (100) planes (interplanar distance 0.443 

nm) coming in contact at the - interface is 2.7 %, while the strain value determined by GPA 

indicates a relative strain of less than 1% of the -phase stripe with respect to the -phase taken 

as reference, while the remaining 1.7% of lattice mismatch is compensated by elastic stress. 

By corroborating the results of the combined SAED-HRTEM-FFT analysis, we 

demonstrated that the SAED pattern in Fig. 9d represents actually the overlap of 3 diffraction 

patterns from 3 different crystal phases: the ’-phase grain adjacent to the plate-like precipitate,  

and  phases inside the plate-like precipitate. Like in the previous sample, the crystallographic 

relationship between the adjacent  and  domains is described by [010] || [100], (001) || 
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(010), (100) || (001). In Fig. 11 we present a structural atomic model, obtained with the 

VESTATM software, of the ,  and ’ obeying the crystallographic orientation relationship 

deduced from the SAED and HRTEM analysis: [010] || [100] || [1-10]’, (001) || (010) || (-1- 

11)’. The two projections along the [1-10] and [112]’ axes of the ’-phase clearly illustrate the 

coherent crystallographic relationship between the / plate-like precipitate and the {111}’ 

plane of the ’-phase. As the ’-phase precipitated within the -phase matrix during the furnace 

cooling step forming coherent precipitates [5], the same crystallographic relationship applies in 

the places where the / precipitate (several microns long) comes in contact with the -phase 

grain. The structural model in Fig. 11 refers to the ’// situation, according to the analyzed 

SAED pattern and HRTEM micrograph in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, but it is identical in the case of 

// where the -phase matrix is adjacent to the analyzed / precipitate. 

 

In order to analyze the local composition within and around the plate-shaped precipitate 

in sample VDM 780-b, we performed micro-analytical investigations in the STEM mode, using 

both the EDS and EELS spectroscopic techniques. The STEM-HAADF image of the plate- 

shaped precipitate oriented edge on is presented in Fig. 12a, showing that a Z contrast is 

associated to the band-like structural domains inside the precipitate. By comparatively examining 

the HRTEM and STEM images, the bands exhibiting a brighter STEM-DF contrast correspond 

to the -phase stripes identified by HRTEM. The brighter STEM-DF contrast is associated with 

the presence of a heavier chemical element (higher Z). To confirm this, we performed a chemical 

mapping of the area using the EDS technique. The elemental maps of the identified elements 

such as Nb, Al, Ni, Co and Cr are presented in Fig. 12b-f. According to the obtained chemical 

maps, Ni shows a rather complementary distribution with respect to Co and Cr. A higher 
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concentration of Ni can be observed inside limited areas surrounding the plate-shaped precipitate 

which correspond to the ’ phase. This fact is also confirmed by the SAED pattern recorded from 

a selected area adjacent to the precipitate (Fig. 9c), where the faint diffraction spots with 

even/odd Miller indices are clearly visible. The plate-shaped precipitate shows a relatively higher 

concentration of Nb, whereas the precipitate borders are slightly richer in Nb and Co, while 

poorer in Ni. 

The same area was investigated also by EELS-SI in STEM mode using the same 

acquisition conditions as for the previous sample. For this purpose, an EEL spectrum was 

acquired in the 300-1300 eV spectral range in each image pixel within the frame marked as 

“Spectrum Image” in Fig. 13a (52 x 14 pixels, 2.8 nm/pixel). The EEL spectra extracted from the 

whole data cube (Fig. 13 b and c) contain the Nb M4,5, Ti L3,2, Cr L3,2, Co L3,2 and Ni L3,2 

absorption edges that were used to map the spatial distribution of the mentioned elements. The 

STEM-EELS mapping confirms the results obtained by EDS regarding the Nb enrichment and 

the reduced concentration of Ni on the two lateral surfaces of the plate-shaped precipitate. 

The chemical composition measured by EDS in various regions around the precipitate in 

sample VDM 780-b is provided in the Table 4, indicating a higher abundance of Nb in the  

phase than the  phase. 

Comparing the microstructural results obtained on the analyzed high-temperature 

precipitates after the two types of heat treatment, some differences and similarities may be 

noticed. The high-temperature phases are rather well dispersed in the case of sample VDM 780-a 

and –b. They are more frequently observed in the latter case. This is due to the lower heat 

treatment temperature of 955 °C as opposed to 975 °C, with the latter being already close to the 
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solvus temperature of the high-temperature phases. In both analyzed samples, the high- 

temperature plate-like precipitates consist in layered structures resulting from stacking of 

alternating thin plates packing of δ and  phases. When measuring the width of the stripes 

corresponding to each phase there are some differences. It is found that for the precipitate 

analyzed in sample VDM 780-a the  phase totalizes 208.5 nm and the δ phase about a half (109 

nm), while the precipitate in sample VDM 780-b shows a total of 62 nm and 49 nm for the of  

and δ phases, respectively. Thus, the  phase seems to be predominant with respect to  in these 

precipitates, regardless of the sample, but to a much lesser extent (no more than twice as much) 

than the observations of Pickering et al. on the Allvac 718Plus alloy where they noticed the 

formation of only occasional narrow  domains inside the -phase precipitates [9] after a 72 h 

ageing treatment at 840 oC. Moreover, for the VDM 780 Premium alloy, the coexistence of the  

and  phases is systematically observed inside all the analyzed plate-like precipitates, while the 

volume ratio between the two high-temperature phases is rather well balanced, in the case of 

both thermal treatments applied. We will report on the mechanical properties of the VDM 780 

Premium alloy and the influence of the high-temperature phase in an upcoming publication. 

The chemical composition of the analyzed precipitates in both samples can be seen and 

compared from data shown in Table 3 and Table 4 for samples VDM 780-a and b, respectively. 

The identified -phase areas show a significant content of Nb (above 12%), although below the 

nominal concentration in pure Ni3Nb -phase. At least partly, this is a result of the complex 

chemical composition with Al, Ti, Cr and Mo preferring the Nb-site [29]. In the VDM 780-b 

sample the -domains show a lower Nb content than in the VDM 780-a alloy, although the 

performed measurements do not have a statistical relevance. The analyzed -phase domains 
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contain even lower quantities of Ti as compared to the nominal composition of the pure Ni3Ti - 

phase. In this case, Nb and Al are likely to occupy the Ti atomic positions. Nb and Al rich  

phases were reported previously in other alloys where the Ti atoms were replaced by Nb and Al, 

partially or even completely, like in Ni6AlNb [30,31]. This composition of the  phase was also 

reported for the alloy 718Plus, with a solvus temperature of around 1010 °C and similar effects 

on the mechanical properties of the alloy 718Plus as the  phase has on the alloy 718: a moderate 

concentration inhibits the grain growth and the precipitation at the grain boundary promotes the 

alloy resistance to grain boundary creep fracture, while excessive amounts at the grain boundary 

reduce the strength and hardness of the alloy [11,16]. 

The observed plate-shaped growth morphology of the high-temperature precipitates is due to 

the low interfacial energy between the  matrix and both high-temperature phase structures, 

[11,32]. The coexistence of two different phases within the same precipitate grain has been 

noticed by other authors [14,33,34,35] also in the case of Cr or Ni alloys. The parallel formation 

of the two adjacent phases seems to be related to the local chemical composition and the 

accommodation of the strain within the host lattice. It is important to note here that the stress 

between the precipitate and the host lattice is relieved by dislocations. These dislocations are 

piled up at the precipitate-matrix interface, while only a few can be noticed inside the precipitate. 

It is likely that the two phases nucleate and grow together as long as the local Nb abundance 

allows the formation of the  phase. While the thickness of the  and  slabs varies, in general 

between 1.5-100 nm, we did not notice any particular rule regarding the thickness and the 

positioning of the  or  stripes within or on the border of the precipitates. Relatively thick - 

phase stripes (20-50 nm) may be formed both inside and at the boundary of the analyzed 
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precipitates. The formation of the  phase seems to be conditioned by the local content of Nb, 

and it may cease once the local Nb content drops. The low-magnification STEM image showed 

in Fig. 14 illustrates the situation in which the lateral Nb-rich -phase stripes bordering the plate- 

like precipitate come to an end while the -phase core of the precipitate continued to grow. An 

attractive experimental study that could be extremely useful to obtain a more complete picture of 

the VDM 780 Premium alloy behaviour in terms of nucleation and growth of the high- 

temperature / precipitates could be to perform in situ heat treatments under the electron 

microscope. 

4. Conclusions 

 

X-ray diffraction with synchrotron radiation clearly shows the coexistence of  and  phase 

in the newly developed Ni base superalloy VDM 780 Premium. For an in-depth study of the 

microstructure and morphology of these high-temperature phases, their fine structure was 

investigated by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy and associated analytical 

techniques. The analyzed samples were submitted to two different thermal treatments leading to 

different conditions for the formation of the high-temperature precipitates, essentially in the 

absence or the presence of the ’ strengthening phase. Our results corroborated from SAED 

patterns, HRTEM imaging and local FFT diagrams have revealed that in both situations the high- 

temperature precipitates in the alloy VDM 780 Premium exhibit a layered structure consisting of 

alternating  and  phases in the crystallographic orientation relationship [010] || [100], (001)

|| (010), (100) || (001). The thickness of the plate-like precipitates varies from one sample to 

the other due to the different temperature history. The  phase is preponderant (around twice as 

much) inside the precipitates with respect to the  phase, with a significant quantitative increase 
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of the  phase in comparison to Allvac 718Plus. The chemical composition of the  and  stripes 

shows a deficit of Nb or Ti compared to the nominal stoichiometries Ni3Nb and Ni3Ti of the  

and  phases, respectively. As mentioned before, this can be attributed, at least partly, to the 

occupation of Nb- and Ti-sites by other elements such as Al. Possibly, insufficient Nb-supply, 

being trapped inside the /’ phase, due to a diffusion limited growth process may have played a 

further role. Besides, the formation of the  phase seems to be conditioned by the local content of 

Nb, and it may cease once the local Nb content drops. 
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Figure Captions: 

 

Fig. 1. SEM images of VDM 780 Premium after heat treatments described in Table 2 a) sample 

VDM 780-a and b) sample VDM 780-b. 

Fig. 2. The Rietveld refinement pattern (red circles: observed data and black line: calculated 

data) and difference plot (blue line) of the synchrotron data for the superalloy VDM 780-a and 

780-b. The markers indicate the Bragg peak positions of the  matrix, ’ phase, NbC, and the  

and  high-temperature phases (from top to bottom). 

Fig. 3. (a) TEM image of an edge-on oriented plate-shaped precipitate in sample VDM 780-a; 

 

(b) Selected Area Electron Diffraction (SAED) pattern corresponding to the plate-shaped 

precipitate in [010] zone axis orientation; the insets show faint intensity streaks parallel to the 

(001) reciprocal vector and the splitting of the high-index spots; (c), (d) TEM images at higher 

magnification revealing the presence of planar defects separating band-like domains inside the 

precipitate. 

Fig. 4. (a), (b) HRTEM images of sample VDM 780-a showing the atomic structure within the 

structural domains composing the precipitate, organized in alternating bands of  and  phases; 

(c), (d) individual FFT patterns corresponding to the two structural phases,  and , obtained 

from selected areas inside the two types of bands showing different HRTEM patterns. 

Fig. 5. Structural atomic model of the  and  phases within the plate-like precipitates observing 

the [010] || [100], (001) || (010), (100) || (001) crystallographic relationship. 3D rendering 

and projections along the main axes of the -phase. 
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Fig. 6. Strain mapping within adjacent / stripes using GPA: (a) HRTEM micrograph; (b) 

Fourier filtered image using the (001) / (100) spots in the associated FFT diagram (see Fig. 4c 

and d); (c) false color representation of the in-plane xx strain map; (d) numerical plot of the xx 

along the arrow indicated in (c). 

Fig. 7. STEM-HAADF image and EDS compositional maps of the elements identified in the 

sample VDM 780-a. 

Fig. 8. (a) STEM-HAADF image pointing the area from which the EELS-SI was acquired; the 

DF image, the elemental maps and the composite image in false colors are presented next to it; 

(b), (c) EEL spectra extracted from the whole SI area showing the Nb M4,5, Ti L3,2, Cr L3,2, Co 

L3,2 and Ni L3,2 absorption edge used for elemental mapping. 

Fig. 9. (a) Low-magnification TEM image of an edge-on plate-shaped precipitate in sample 

VDM 780-b at the boundary between several host lattice crystal grains; (b) TEM image of the 

precipitate at higher magnification showing the presence of internal planar defects running 

parallel to the interface; (c) SAED pattern along [1-10] of the host lattice crystal grain in dark 

contrast surrounding the plate-shaped precipitate (the white arrowhead points to a family of spots 

allowed only in the ’ phase, while forbidden in  phase); (d) SAED pattern from a selected area 

enclosing the precipitate and the surrounding host lattice; the 3 families of diffraction spots are 

marked as follows: the spots pointed by tilted arrowheads colored in red belong to the adjacent ’ 

host lattice, vertical yellow arrowheads point to -phase diffraction spots, horizontal green 

arrowheads indicate the -phase spots. 
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Fig. 10. (a), (b) HRTEM image of sample VDM 780-b at the two interfaces between the plate- 

shaped precipitate and the matrix showing the band structure of the precipitate; (c) HRTEM 

image showing different atomic structures inside two adjacent bands noted 1 and 2 inside the 

plate-shaped precipitate; (d) FFT diagrams corresponding to the two adjacent bands 1 and 2; (e) 

Map of the in-plane strain xx at the - interface calculated by GPA applied to the HRTEM 

micrograph in (a); (f) Numerical plot of xx along the indicated arrow across the - interface. 

Fig. 11. Structural atomic model of the ,  phases within the plate-like precipitate in relation 

with the {111} plane of the ’/ phase according to the crystallographic relationship [010] || 

[100] || [1-10]’, (001) || (010) || (-1-11)’. 3D rendering and projections along the [-110] and 

[112] axes of the '/-phase. The Ni3Al ’-phase is illustrated in the structural model. 

 
Fig. 12. (a) STEM-DF image of the plate-shaped precipitate in sample VDM 780-b showing Z- 

contrast variations associated to the band-like structural domains; (b)-(f) STEM-EDS elemental 

maps showing the relative spatial distribution of Nb, Al, Ni, Co and Cr. 

Fig. 13. (a) STEM-HAADF image pointing the area from which the EELS-SI was acquired in 

sample VDM 780-b; the DF image, the elemental maps and the composite image in false colors 

are presented next to it; (b), (c) EEL spectra extracted from the whole area showing the presence 

of Nb, Ti, Cr, Co and Ni. 

Fig. 14. (a) Low-magnification TEM micrograph of the plate-like precipitate (white arrow) 

crossing several host lattice grains; (b) Zoomed-in image of the upper end of the precipitate 

showing two distinct stripes on the lateral sides of the precipitate; (c) Low-magnification STEM 

image showing the brighter mass contrast of the bordering stripes which is assigned to the Nb- 
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rich  phase; (d) STEM image at higher magnification towards the bottom end of the precipitate 

showing the termination of the sheath-like -phase stripes; fine -phase layers may be noticed 

inside the precipitate (pointed by the white arrow). 

 

 
Table captions 

 

Table 1: Chemical composition of the Ni-based superalloy VDM 780 Premium 
 

Table 2: Heat treatments a and b performed in the alloy VDM 780 Premium, where FC = 

furnace cooling, WQ = water quenching and AC = air cooling. 

Table 3: Elemental composition measured on EDS spectra extracted out of the data cube from 

different areas inside and around the precipitate in Fig. 7. 

Table 4: Elemental composition measured on EDS spectra extracted out of the data cube from 

different areas inside and around the precipitate in sample VDM 780-b, as pointed in Fig. 12. 
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Fig. 1: 
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Fig. 2: 
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Fig. 3: 
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Fig. 4: 
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Fig. 5: 
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Fig. 6 
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Fig. 7: 
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Fig. 8: 
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Fig. 9: 
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Fig. 10: 
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Fig. 11: 
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Fig. 12: 
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Fig. 13: 
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Fig. 14: 
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Table 1: 
 

Ni Co Cr Fe Mo Nb Al Ti 
 

wt.% balance 25 18 <3 3 5.4 2 0.2 
 

 
 

Table 2: 
 

Sample Heat treatment 
 

a VDM 780-a 1000°C/0.5h/FC 1K/min + 975°C/16h/WQ 

b VDM 780-b 900°C/11h/AC + 955°C/1h/FC 4K/min + 800°C/8h/FC 50K/h + 

 650°C/8h/AC     

 

 

Table 3: 

        

Area Al K Ti K Cr K Fe K Co K Ni K Nb K Mo K 

 (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) 

Matrix 3.3 0.3 20.2 0.9 24.3 46.9 2.6 1.6 

Precipitate-central part ( and  2.4 0.8 4.9 0.2 20.2 56.8 14.5 0.1 

phases mixed)         

Precipitate – left side (-phase 3.7 0.4 5.6 0.2 19.5 62.4 8.2 - 

dominant)         

 

 

Table 4: 

        

Area Al K Ti K Cr K Fe K Co K Ni K Nb K Mo K 

 (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) (at %) 

-phase 1.4 0.1 22.7 1.2 29.8 41.7 1.1 2.0 

’-phase 4.2 0.8 4.5 0.8 14.8 68.3 6.3 0.3 

Inside precipitate (-phase 2.4 1.0 3.3 0.8 17.9 63.1 10.9 0.6 

dominant)         

Precipitate border (-phase 1.9 1.2 3.4 0.8 19.8 59.7 12.8 0.4 

dominant)         
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